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THE ASCENSION OF HUMANITY 
The spiritual core of your heart is connected into the most 
expanded and unconfined domains of your consciousness. The 
Ascended Masters who already live within these unlimited 
domains are calling us to awaken our hearts, which hold our innate 
capacities for mastery. The true essence of the great Love that is 
encoded within every heart is not confined within a closed 
blueprint or within a pre-determined set of circumstances. The 
heart’s outreach is limitless and its capacity to give and receive 
love is simply a natural expression of its spiritual composition. The 
heart is intimately aligned with the unified field of living 
information that is connecting all of life within a pulsing, vibrating 
field of ever-expanding consciousness. The more in line you are 
with the unlimited nature of your heart, the greater your capacity to 
live in union with the Heart of Source. Everyone is ultimately 
yearning for this reunion.  

Mother Mary and Quan Yin: 



The heart was truly designed to be the fulcrum of every soul’s 
being—a place where one could always remain aligned with its 
true inheritance as love. Eventually the soul began to place the 
majority of its attention into the mind, making it the director of its 
life. Living under the control of the mind has become so ordinary 
that very few of you see how this shift from the heart to the head 
created a fear-based sense of security that led to the creation of all 
the false beliefs that have been sustaining the illusions of 
separation in your world for thousands upon thousands of years.  

All the pain you see in your world 
has come from making the mind 
more important than the heart. 

 
When enough of you are willing to courageously remove the 
armoring that has been placed around your hearts as a means of 
falsely protecting you from this collectively created pain, life on 
your planet will become love-based rather than fear-based. Your 
heart was created with very specific frequencies that contain sacred 
rays, sounds and qualities to assist you in walking the Earth as a 
living Christ, a Buddha, a Master. The Heart was designed to be 
the portal through which the fullness of your Presence can truly be 
embodied. Its rhythmic, pulsing dance with the universe is the key 
to living your mastery. Your heart needs to be opened to the core 
of its original encoding—an encoding that was given to you so you 
would always have an eternal connection to Source. Self protection 
and preservation eventually created so much armoring around the 
heart that almost all human beings forgot how to love 
unconditionally, forgot how to experience the depths of love that 
are possible within your physical world and bodies.  
 



Only when your heart is open, 
will you experience true Union with the Divine, 

both within yourself and with another. 

Even though love is the ultimate portal to your freedom, it is not 
the kind of love that most human beings have ever experienced. 
Love in your world is mostly head-oriented. It is designed to bring 
satisfaction to the body, or to bring someone into your life who 
will share the same goals and aspirations so you can create your 
shared environment, or it is a means for healing old childhood 
wounds and, therefore, an attempt to be re-parented with more love 
and acceptance. These are all valid expressions of care and need, 
yet they are not true demonstrations of Divine love. 

Only a fully opened heart has the capacity to remember its Self as 
Love, and it is this remembrance that is being penetrated into the 
hearts of humanity and will continue until 2012. Great numbers of 
you are awakening into vastly new dimensions of your being, and 
yet we encourage you to keep expanding your hearts no matter 
how much you may sense that you have arrived at some undefined 
goal of enlightened awareness. As humanity opens more and more 
of its collective heart, you are starting to move into a greater 
alignment with the ascension of your Earth. Your planet is destined 
to be the Spiritual Heart Center of your galaxy and thus humanity, 
the Earth, and your galaxy are all ascending simultaneously.  

Ascended Master Kuthumi: 

The transmissions that many of us are offering within the Courses 
found in Walk the Earth as a Living Master have been created to 
prepare your hearts, minds and physical bodies for ascending into 
Unity or Buddha/Christ Consciousness. Some of you may 
associate that level of consciousness with the 5th Dimension, yet it 
is much more than that. For once you move into Union with the 



crystalline nature of your universe, you will find that you are not 
confined nor defined by any particular dimension. Your lower 
bodies may be more comfortable working in certain dimensions, 
yet your consciousness will be free to explore more than you ever 
imagined life to be. 

As you align with the higher grids of your consciousness, you will 
have greater access to the vast crystalline libraries that are simply 
and naturally created by the thoughts and feelings of those who are 
living, or who have lived, in the dimension you are exploring. 
These libraries are research centers for the soul’s education. The 
crystalline substance that holds this information together is 
composed of particles of light, which are reflective and fluid-like 
in their composition. This crystal-like substance records 
everyone’s thoughts and feelings, thereby creating an ever-
changing matrix of information around the body and around the 
planet.  

You now have a golden opportunity  
to move out of the maze of pain, fear and separation  

that has been driving the collective consciousness of your world 
since Atlantis. 

 
My Councils include large numbers of souls, both on and off 
planet, whose passion is centered on globally educating those who 
are sincerely ready to move beyond the confines of the third and 
fourth dimensions. This is not about anyone leaving the Earth, yet 
rather about choosing to live on the Earth as a more conscious, 
ever-evolving living master. Survival will no longer be a priority 
or even a viable option. This alone is going to free up thousands of 
years of ancestral programming. All of the energies that humanity 



has been using to ensure its survival can now be focused on 
supporting the actualization of one’s higher purpose.  

We are here to assist you in potentializing every creative 
expression of your life on Earth—music, art, science, health, 
economics, government, parenting and all that will support your 
new Golden Age. Completely new and innovative ways of 
educating your children and your adults are beginning to sweep 
into your world. Some people will feel threatened by these new 
systems because their control options will start to be lessened and 
finally eliminated all together. They will no longer be able to make 
humanity do things that are out of harmony with the Presence. 
Many systems that have been controlling your world will become 
non-functional, yet you are the determinate factor. You must get 
together with other like-minded and like-hearted individuals who 
know they are here to create these new systems—financial, 
political, educational, or whatever else one is motivated by love to 
create as part of your new Golden Age.  

These new projects must be attractive and strong enough to 
magnetize those who are meant to support its creation. Many great 
minds and hearts of humanity came together on the inner planes to 
create what they would like to see manifested in your world—that 
would benefit the greatest number. These souls are now finding 
one another. My global schools are designed to bring about the 
new educational systems of your planet. The curriculum is for all 
souls who want to embody more of their mastery and more of their 
capacity to live in Unity Consciousness, as it is from there that you 
will offer your gifts to the world through your communities.  

Walk the Earth as a Living Master is an example of one such 
school. It is a prototype created for practicing what will eventually 



become much more commonplace in your world—living in 
oneness with the Presence and in Unity Consciousness with all of 
life. As you each align with your naturally-inherited mastery, you 
will be able to witness it in everyone else, until sooner than you 
might imagine, equality will replace competition and the 
appreciation of each other’s talents will replace jealousy.  

I am stimulating and amplifying the Gold Ray of Wisdom within 
each of your hearts, thus awakening the part of you that truly 
remembers your origin and your reason for being here specifically 
during these times of the Great Shift. Your new Golden Age was 
set into motion over many thousands of years by many great 
Avatars and Self-realized beings who volunteered to come to Earth 
to show humanity what it looks like to be ascended and free while 
still walking the Earth. Yet these great ones cannot shift your 
consciousness for you. They are calling you to realize your 
mastery while walking the Earth, and to awaken within the Self 
that is already ascended and free. For truly, beloveds, how else can 
the tide turn for the whole of humanity? How else can the Golden 
Age become a living reality on the earth plane? 

These times are presenting you 
with the greatest opportunity you have ever been given 

to realize your mastery and your freedom 
in a single lifetime. 

* * * 

The Courses in Walk the Earth as a Living Master are offered 
by the Diamond Heart Foundation, which has been created by the 
Ascended Masters as an unveiled mystery school for assisting 
humanity in living their mastery. The physical expression of the 
foundation was created by Kamala Everett and Sharon Rose. 



Kamala is the author of “Heart Initiation: Preparing for Conscious 
Ascension” and has been receiving transmissions from the Masters 
for over 35 years.  Sharon has been in communication with the 
Masters for over 30 years and has written more than a dozen 
spiritual books. 
 

“Walk the Earth as a Living Master” is now available as an Online 
Course. To learn how you can work personally with these Masters to 
achieve your own mastery, go to: 
www.WalkTheEarthAsALivingMaster.com 
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